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Media and communication as a field of research

1. has its roots leading to centuries of history

2. has expanded dramatically since the 1950s

3. while getting more and more diversified



1. Historical roots

• Enlightenment and democracy with freedom of opinion and press, 
public debate (18th Century) – the first freedom of information bill in 
Sweden´s Diet (1766)

• Catholic church propaganda (17th C)

• Greek philosophers Plato, Aristotle (3-4th C BC)

• Chinese philosopher Confucius (5th C BC)

• Arab, Persian and Indian cultures (3-5th C BC)





2. Expansion

The field has experienced an explosive growth since the
1960s – something that in the academic world compares only
with the rise of computer science and biotechnology

as shown by

• growth of publications (data from Web of Science)

• increase of teachers (data from France and USA)

• increase of students (data from Germany)











3. Diversification

by focus: production, content, audience…

by approach: behavioural, political economy, cultural studies…

as shown by

• scholarly journals – dominated by American publishers and 
English language

• contemporary books

• international associations with sections and interest groups



http://tampub.uta.fi/handle/10024/66336
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Lerner in Preface to the paperback edition (1964)

A decade of effort went into the studies from which this book 
was made. Another half-decade has passed since the book 
appeared. These fifteen years have witnessed the passing of 
traditional society from every continent. No area of the world 
has resisted the attractions, despite the increasingly evident 
risks, of modernization. The emerging nations have hastened 
to become new states and emulate the ways of modern 
societies.

Haste has made waste; risks have turned into losses. The 
“want: get ratio” has been upset – since people have learned 
to want for more than they can get. As a result, the “revolution 
of rising expectations” we celebrated so confidently fifteen 
years ago has,  in many places, become a “revolution of rising 
frustrations.” Modernization is harder than one supposed…



Assessments of the field

• Bernard Berelson’s “obituary” in Public Opinion Quarterly (1959) and 
Wilbur Schramm’s response – see next two slides

• My article in Gazette (1968) 
file:///C:/Users/qtkano/AppData/Local/Temp/339a3cfd-
gazette1968.pdf Original interviews of Berelson and Lasswell at 
https://sites.tuni.fi/kaarle/nordenstreng-publications/

• My article in Nordicom Review (2007) 
http://www.nordicom.gu.se/sites/default/files/kapitel-
pdf/248_248_nordenstreng1.pdf

• My chapter in Making the University Matter (2011) 
file:///C:/Users/qtkano/AppData/Local/Temp/fe98ebeb-
making_the_university_matter-11_10_2011.pdf

file:///C:/Users/qtkano/AppData/Local/Temp/339a3cfd-gazette1968.pdf
https://sites.tuni.fi/kaarle/nordenstreng-publications/
http://www.nordicom.gu.se/sites/default/files/kapitel-pdf/248_248_nordenstreng1.pdf
file:///C:/Users/qtkano/AppData/Local/Temp/fe98ebeb-making_the_university_matter-11_10_2011.pdf






So what?

• The field is extremely dispersed

• while eccessively media-centred

• distracted by abundance and popularity

• trapped by presentism as Paddy reminded

• in need of assembling itself as Annabelle reminded

• Needs research on research

- national histories

- overviews in philosophy of science

Regards from Denis McQuail from Eastleigh this Thursday…





Denis McQuail reading our conference programme: 
For me the conference theme revives the disputes between on the one 
hand various types of social science approach to media and communication 
and those that come from literary and cultural studies. I think that these 
two branches of inquiry have their own separate methods and principles of 
study and they don’t mix easily. I don’t think there is not much point in 
trying to reconcile them in a fundamental way or pretend they are all part 
of the same enterprise...

I’m still looking for something that was born but was never live and kicking 
which was a robust set of principles of communication process with which 
to sketch a framework of human communication and the relationship 
between different spheres of public and interpersonal communication… 

So the study moved on without having resolved or got together what would 
have been useful partly because it was diverted into answering a variety of 
questions which were not fundamental – important perhaps but not terribly 
relevant to the purely theoretical concern of what the discipline was…



Denis McQuail on our plenary theme: 

Old/new theory in media studies – I’m not sure. Old theory opened up
possibilities to become much more effective in persuasion and all forms of 
propaganda. It’s not old or new theory but older and newer circumstances 
of much expanded industry of communication for all participants in public 
and commercial life. I also think that if we had better core principles we 
would not be diverted to all kind of fancy notions and ideas…


